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#30249 Hi-Def Palette Display
-Empty  
This countertop display is the perfect way 
to sell Graftobian HD palettes.  The display 
holds three per style with sleeves and one 
without (often labeled as “Tester” to sell 
the others more effectively). Display is 
free when ordered with six of each style 
palette.  “Tester” labels included upon 
request. -Limit one free display per store.

Hi-Def Creme PalettesHi-Def Creme PalettesHi-Def Creme Palettes
The ideal way to sell and to sample our High-Definition Cremes. Your customers will buy palettes first and then come back 
for full sized cremes of the colors they use most.  Brand new Ultra-Lites Palette, #30255, offers lighter shades as extensions 
of each of our three temperature ranges: Warm, Cool, and Neutral.

#30252 Warm Palette #2 shown actual size. Note: See page 24-25 for Lipcolor Palettes.

This collection of palettes organizes 
most of our shades, 55 of 64, into 
handy and attractive .39 oz palettes 
whose purpose is to allow the artist 
a useful range of colors within the 
Warm, Cool, or Neutral* undertones 
as required.

*Warm= yellow undertones,
*Cool= pink undertones,
*Neutral= grey/neutral undertones

Hi-Def Glamour Creme Palettes
0.39 oz. / 11 g.  

Hi-Def Creme Corrector shades are also 
available in 1/4 oz individual size.  
(stock #’s as indicated above)

#30251 Warm Palette #1

#30301,  #30303,   #30313,   #30314,   #30308

#30252 Warm Palette #2

#30350,  #30351,   #30352,   #30353,   #30354

#30253 Warm Palette #3

#30315,  #30383,   #30360,   #30355,   #30365

#30261 Cool Palette #1

#30340,  #30342,   #30330,   #30343,   #30332

#30262 Cool Palette #2

#30385,  #30334,   #30344,   #30363,   #30374

#30277 Corrector Palette       

#30391
Soft 

Orange

#30392
Yellow 
Hi-lite

#30393
Muted
Green

#30394
Pink

Hi-lite

#30395
Extra
Hi-lite

#30271 Neutral Palette #1

#30302,   #30304,   #30305,   #30306,   #30307

#30272 Neutral Palette #2

#30309,   #30310,   #30311,   #30312,   #30316

#30273 Neutral Palette #3

#30362,   #30364,   #30366,   #30367,   #30368

#30274 Specialty Neutral Palette

#30371,   #30380,   #30372,   #30373,   #30324

#30269 Blush Palette

#30320,   #30321,   #30322,   #30323,   #30325

#30255 Ultra-Lites Palette

#30375,  #30376,   #30377,   #30378,   #30379

HD Creme
Correctors Tag
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*Empty palettes also available 
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